




Objectives of section 12

 Explain the concept of mirror imaging

 Decide when the use of mirror imaging is appropriate

 Write simple programs in word address that employ mirror imaging

 Explain the concept of polar rotation

 Decide when the use of polar rotation is appropriate
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 Reduce programming time when there is symmetry

 Depending on the quadrant of the mirror imaging some or all of the factors below will 
be affected :

 Sign of the axis

 Milling direction(up- or down- milling)

 Arc rotation direction (clockwise or counterclockwise)

Mirror Imaging
 Mirror imaging means changing the sign ( + or - ) of an axis movement

 Mirror imaging is used in a program to save repetitive programming when the
direction of movement is the only difference between part features

 Mirror imaging is normally used in conjunction with subroutines or do loops
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Polar Rotation

 Despite the differences in controllers, there is certain information that
every MCU needs in order to carry out a polar rotation:

 The X axis coordinate of the center of rotation

 The Y axis coordinate of the center of rotation

 The index angle, or the angle as measured counterclockwise from the

+ X axis to the start of the rotation
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The amount of the rotation

 Following the initial rotation to the index angle, subsequent rotations may
be specified as some angular value other than the index angle.

 The rotations will occur in a counterclockwise direction

 A code to initiate polar rotation

 A code to cancel polar rotation

Polar Rotation
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Summary 1/2

 Mirror imaging means changing the sign ( + or - ) of an axis movement

 Mirror imaging is used in a program to save repetitive programming when the
direction of movement is the only difference between part features

 Mirror imaging is normally used in conjunction with subroutines or do loops

 Polar rotation is an indexing of the NC machine's Cartesian coordinate system to
some angle other than its normal state

 Polar rotation may be used to perform operations that otherwise would require the
use of a rotary axis or lengthy coordinate calculations

 Polar rotations may be used in conjunction with do loops or subroutines
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Vocabulary Introduced in this section

 Mirror imaging

 Polar axis system

 Polar rotation

 Tread lead
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End of Section





Reference Note
Copyright University of Patras, School of Engineering, Dept. of
Mechanical Engineering & Aeronautics, Dimitris Mourtzis. Dimitris
Mourtzis. «Computer Numerical Control of Machine Tools. Advanced
CNC Features». Version: 1.0. Patras 2015. Available at:
https://eclass.upatras.gr/courses/MECH1213/



License Note
This material is provided under the license terms of Creative Commons
Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives (CC BY-NC-ND 4.0) [1] or newer,
International Version. Works of Third Parties (photographs, diagrams etc) are 
excluded from this license and are referenced in the respective “Third Parties’ 
works Note”

[1] https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/

As NonComercial is denoted the use that:
does not involve directed or indirect financial profit for the use of this content, for
the distributor and the licensee
does not involve any financial transaction as a prerequisite of the using or
accessing this content
does not offer to the distributor and licensee indirect financial profit (e.g. ads) from
websites

The owner can provide the licensee a separate license for commercial use upon
request.



Notes Preservation
Any reproduction or modification of this material must 
include:

 the Reference Note
 the License Note
 the Notes Preservation statement
 the Third Parties’ Works Note (if exists)

as well as the accompanying hyperlinks.


